
The person who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the person doing 
it.          - Chinese Proverb 

 

CONTINUING EDUCATION : Classes, workshops  

The classes listed here open to the public, and are offered by a variety of seasoned 

practitioner/teachers in the healing arts field.    Previous background is not required.  Individual 

teachers may elect to give a customary certificate for successful completion, or a certificate to be 

used as documentation for professional CONTINUING EDUCATION submission purposes 

HEALING DIETS- FOOD MEDICINE IN ACTION 

Naturopaths consider diet to be one of the most important factors in healing and wellness.  Nov 

29, Nov 30, and Dec 1, from 915-430.  $300.00.  Advance registration. 

The physiological effects of a poor diet        ~  Healing VS Maintenance 
Dietary Approaches-  Low Carb, Keto, Vegetarian/Vegan, Paleo 

New science in the nutrition field 
Superfoods           ~  Tastes and Demo's representing different dietary approaches 

Indicators of Dietary Influence  through Observation and Intake 
Intake and Counseling Techniques in working with people 

INTEGRATING Appropriate  MASSAGE TECHNIQUES TO WORK 

WITH PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS, 

& medical personnel 

Continuing Education- Save the date- Nov 1, 1-430. Learn about the potential interface work of 

Massage Therapists with Physical Therapists and OT's and other medical personnel. Janet 

Szwabowsky, PTA, LMT ( MT for the Detroit Tigers and staff at Rehab Institute associated with 

Detroit Hospital) presents, and will be back in February for a couple days of additional practical 

hands-on technique guidance.  No pre-req, students and LMT welcome. Advance registration is 

necessary for this CE session.  $40.00 

MANIFESTING YOUR TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 

CE and current student training to prepare for coming to the negotiating table and to interviews 

as an equal partner in visualizing and manifesting terms of employment, whether as an 

independent or as a standard employee, rather than passively accepting whatever ambiguous or 

substandard terms that are thrown at you. Make the best of your training and your vision for your 

future STUDENTS will leave with a template and examples of creating a physical PERSONAL 

PORTFOLIO to bring to interviews, (including what you learned in basic training), as well as 

being supplied with several templates of potential contracts with discussion, and with "practice 

negotiating", so that they have the language to present themselves. Learn how to spot a bum job, 



substandard terms or compensation, and how to go to bat for a schedule that has you working for 

YOU and not solely for someone else with no possibility of getting ahead or having other 

experiences. 4 CE $120.00 Register with a $75.00 deposit. THURSDAY NOV 15        9-1      

GAIA CENTER FOR HERBAL STUDIES- 

SEASONAL HERBAL STUDIES SERIES  

See full details of this 14
th

 annual private teachings of Mary Light at 

https://www.gaiaherbalstudies.net/   Begins March 2019 

 

MASSAGE & Natural Medicine Training-  School 

Visits 

Call us at 734-769-7794 to arrange a school visit when a class is in session.  A school visit is 

from 1130- until we break for lunch around 1230, enough time to observe, look around our 

studio spaces, and feel the class interaction and environment for learning.  

MASSAGE THERAPY PROGRAM- meets and exceeds all State and National Standards, 

qualifies the graduate to apply for licensure and national exams 

NATUROPATH PROGRAM- offering a strong focus on advanced clinical herbal medicine 

training, incorporating the 8 Pillars of Naturopathy, this State approved 2,160 hour diploma 

program integrates hands on lecture, demonstrations, practice, master thesis project & clinical 

internship in assessment, evaluation, treatment and follow up for health conditions.  

Learn and observe more about our programs in natural health care, which are based on 24 years 

of education and successful professional practice, to result in an educational approach to create a 

competitive, diversely trained therapist with the confidence to offer massage therapy services, 

naturopathic and herbal medicine consults,  within a progressive natural medicine foundational 

base.  Programs begin in early fall, and January.    

Related Facebook pages:  Medicinal Herb Discussion group, Traditional Naturopath Discussion group, Gaia 

Center for Herbal Studies. 

 

 

https://www.gaiaherbalstudies.net/

